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Abstract. The line tension Γ of a dislocation is an important and fundamental
property ubiquitous to continuum scale models of metal plasticity. However, the
precise value of Γ in a given material has proven difficult to assess, with literature
values encompassing a wide range. Here results from a multiscale simulation and
robust analysis of the dislocation line tension, for dislocation bow-out between pinning
points, are presented for two widely-used interatomic potentials for Al. A central
part of the analysis involves an effective Peierls stress applicable to curved dislocation
structures that markedly differs from that of perfectly straight dislocations but is
required to describe the bow-out both in loading and unloading. The line tensions
for the two interatomic potentials are similar and provide robust numerical values
for Al. Most importantly, the atomic results show notable differences with singular
anisotropic elastic dislocation theory in that (i) the coefficient of the ln(L) scaling
with dislocation length L differs and (ii) the ratio of screw to edge line tension is
smaller than predicted by anisotropic elasticity. These differences are attributed to
local dislocation core interactions that remain beyond the scope of elasticity theory.
The many differing literature values for Γ are attributed to various approximations and
inaccuracies in previous approaches. The results here indicate that continuum line
dislocation models, based on elasticity theory and various core-cut-off assumptions,
may be fundamentally unable to reproduce full atomistic results, thus hampering the
detailed predictive ability of such continuum models.
Keywords: Dislocation Line Tension, Multiscale, Atomistic Simulation.
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1. Introduction
The onset of flow in metals is governed by the inhibition of dislocation glide through
the crystalline lattice. Dislocations are pinned by various types of obstacles, with
applied stress and thermal activation allowing the dislocations to move through a field
of obstacles [1–16]. Increasingly sophisticated models are guiding the understanding of
these processes, and their consequences on observable/measurable phenomena [17–21].
Central to many of these models is the concept of the dislocation line tension Γ, which
is associated with the energy required to form curved dislocation structures. Formally,
the line tension is related to the infinitesimal change in energy δW associated with an
infinitesimal change in dislocation length δS [22–25]
Γ = lim
S→0
δW
δS
. (1)
Dislocation line tension is thus a function of the dislocation configuration, which is
implicitly contained in W and S. For simplicity, the line tension Γ is often assumed
to be a local quantity, i.e. associated with local line length and curvature. However, Γ
actually consists of contributions from both the local increase in dislocation length and
the longer-range interactions among all segments of the dislocation line, which leads to
a ln(L) scaling with line length L. A simple approximation, Γ ≈ 1
2
µb2 [10, 11, 26–32],
where µ is the shear modulus and b the Burgers vector was originally proposed over half
a century ago [30,31]. A more nuanced model accounts for the long-range interactions by
modifying the prefactor of 1/2 and adding the ln(L) scaling that emerges from elasticity.
Such estimates of Γ have provided insight into a range of key processes in materials,
such as dislocation junction formation and breaking, [27, 33–35], dislocation-obstacle
interactions [1, 5, 8, 9], and solute strengthening models [20, 21]. Many of these models
for dislocation pinning by obstacles lead to predictions for the critical resolved shear
stress (CRSS) τc of the form
τc = αΓ/bL (2)
where L is the distance between pinning points, and α is a parameter related to the local
dislocation/obstacle interactions. Additionally, numerical methods (2D [36] and some
3D discrete dislocation dynamics [37–40]) rely on a phenomenological line tension to
avoid the singular fields associated with elasticity. Continuum dislocation line models
also rely on the assumption that dislocations are adequately represented by smooth
curves or discretized straight segments, and that the atomic-scale phenomena of the
Peierls stress τP can be accurately represented as a homogeneous stress opposing motion
of the dislocation. If these assumptions are valid, direct atomistic simulations are
then also required to calibrate the ”material parameters” (line tension Γ, dislocation
core energy Ecore, Peierls stress τP , dislocation mobility B, and their variations with
dislocation character ranging from screw to edge) that enter into the continuum model.
As computational materials science moves into an era of increasing accuracy and
predictive capability for τc, accurate values for all of the material parameters, including
dislocation line tension, become increasingly important.
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As a result of this importance, and with the increasing availability of efficient
parallelized molecular dynamics algorithms [41], a number of attempts have been made
to calculate the line tension directly from atomistic simulations [2, 20, 42–48]. The
simplest realization of such a calculation is the periodic small bow-out problem [22] in
which an infinite initially-straight dislocation is pinned at a periodic array of obstacles
with a spacing L. A driving resolved shear stress τapp is then applied, causing the free
regions of the dislocation to bow-out in between the pinning points, as shown in figure 1;
this problem is thus closely related to models of strengthening via pinning of dislocations.
The work τappbdA done by τapp over the incremental area dA, over which the upper
and lower surfaces are displaced relatively by one Burgers vector b, is balanced by
the additional energy ΓdS of the line tension eq. 1 associated with the incremental
increased length dS of the dislocation. An equilibrium configuration is achieved when
these incremental energies (i.e. configurational forces) are equal, so that the line tension
can be directly related to the evolving shape of the dislocation as
Γ = τapp,effb
dA
dS
(3)
Bacon, Osetsky and Rodney [49] have reviewed many of the methods employed in
this type of calculation for obstacles such as clusters of solute atoms, vacancies, and
recently forest dislocations. Unfortunately, previous atomistic studies have yielded
vastly different results for the same dislocation in the same material, e.g. an edge
dislocation in Al as described by a given interatomic potential. Attempts have been
made to identify and compensate for spurious boundary-induced stresses [44, 50, 51],
inertial effects [42], artificial pinning-point interactions [2, 6], and the Peierls stress τP .
The Peierls stress, usually measured on a straight dislocation, is either treated as a
uniform applied internal back stress so that the effective applied stress is τapp − τP or
is neglected. After such adjustments/corrections, however, the literature values for the
line tension of an edge dislocation in Al using the Ercolessi-Adams (EA) EAM potential
range from 0.06 ≤ Γ ≤ 1 eV/A˚ [2,20,42,44]. Since the CRSS τc is directly proportional
to Γ, per eq. 2 above, this range of estimates suggests an order-of-magnitude uncertainty
in the CRSS in a given material system, which is obviously unacceptable for guiding the
design of new materials.
In this paper, we report a robust and accurate atomic-level measurement of the line
tension for both edge and screw dislocations in Al within the context of the small bow-
out problem described above (see figure 1). We use an accurate 3D multiscale method
that is devoid of spurious image forces common in finite-size MD simulations [52], and
use eq. 3 directly to measure the line tension. We also describe carefully how an effective
Peierls stress τP enters into the analysis so as to yield consistent results for both loading
and unloading of bowed dislocations, and discuss the conditions over which consistent
results can be obtained. Precise values for the line tension are then obtained that are
weakly dependent on the interatomic potential. We obtain a ln(L) scaling but with a
coefficient that differs somewhat from the prediction of anisotropic elasticity, and we find
a ratio of Γscrew/Γedge that differs significantly from anisotropic elasticity predictions;
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Figure 1. Schematic of the dislocation-obstacle bow-out configuration. The
simulation cell is periodic along the line direction with length L and pinned by a
periodic array of obstacles. Under a homogeneous shear stress or strain, the dislocation
bows out into some equilibrium shape having contour length S and swept-out area A.
In fcc materials, the full dislocation dissociates into two Shockely partial dislocations
(red) with a stacking fault (blue) in between; the averaged smoothed dislocation line
(green) determines S and A relative to the initial straight dislocation.
these differences are attributed to fundamental features of curved atomistic dislocations
that are absent from continuum elasticity theory.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we review the
elastic theory for line tension to set a clear background for our analysis. In Sec. 3, we
describe our simulation and analysis methods. In Sec. 4, we present and discuss our
results in depth. In Sec. 5, we discuss important implications of our results for both
materials science applications and continuum discrete-dislocation simulations, and then
summarize our major results.
2. Review of Line Tension within Isotropic and Anisotropic Elasticity
The line tension has been widely studied within the elastic theory of dislocations for both
isotropic [22,32] and anisotropic [53–55] materials. Within elasticity theory, the Burgers
vector displacement discontinuity is assumed to terminate abruptly at the dislocation
core resulting in a local, weak divergence in the elastic energy. Analytical and numerical
results for the self- and interaction-energies of discrete dislocation segments thus require
the introduction of ad-hoc core-cut-offs or regularization procedures. Denoting the
(singular) dislocation self-interaction cut-off radius as r0, the elastic energy of a discrete
dislocation segment may be denoted as Wself (r0) [22], and no additional core energy
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is added. Cai and coworkers [56] proposed an isotropic elastic non-singular theory
that smears the core over a finite region of length rc to eliminate the singularity and
included an additional core energy Ecore, resulting in a discrete dislocation segment
energy Wself (rc, Ecore) [57]. In both theories, the total energy of an arbitrary dislocation
configuration is computed by summing the self and interaction energies of each discrete
segment (W =
∑
Wself +
∑
Wint), from which forces can then be derived and the
dislocation configuration evolved in time; this is achieved within various available 3D-
Discrete Dislocation codes such as ParaDiS [37].
Within the above theories, the line tension eq. 1 can be computed for various
problems such as the small periodic bow-out problem of figure 1. Usually, for a given
parametric geometry (triangle, sinusoid, arc of a circle, and periodic or not), the total
energies W (S) and W (S + δS) are computed for two self-similar geometries having an
incremental increase in bow-out length from S to S + δS. Following eq. 1 the line
tension is the (energetic) difference between these two configurations and is computed
as Γel = [W (S + δS)−W (S)]/δS and in the limit δS → 0 we recover eq. 1. Following
Hirth and Lothe (1982, [22]), the line tension Γel resulting from such calculations can be
written as a term linear in ln(L) plus a constant which, including a general Ecore term,
yields
Γel = C1(φ)ln(L/b) + C0(φ;
r0
b
, Ecore) (4)
where φ is the character angle of the initial straight dislocation and small bow-out
is assumed. Both incremental geometries corresponding to S and S + δS are thus
incremental with respect to the original straight dislocation. In isotropic elasticity
theory, the first term of the above equation is
C1(φ)ln(L/b) =
(
Wself (φ) +
∂2Wself (φ)
∂φ2
)
(5)
=
(
µb2
4pi(1− ν)
)(
1 + ν[cos2(φ)− 2 sin2(φ)]) ln(L/b)
The C1 prefactor is thus well defined. The term C0 depends on the incremental change
in interaction energies (
∑
δWint/δS), which are geometry specific, and also the arbitrary
(singular) cut-off parameter r0/b and the core energy Ecore, and can be written as [57],
C0(φ;
r0
b
, Ecore) = −C1(φ)ln(r0/b) + C1(φ)(4piEcore/µ) + C00(φ) (6)
Table 1 shows the computed results for the ln(L/b) prefactor C1 and the constant C0
for several similar bow-out geometries, using (singular) cut-off parameter r0/b = 1 and
Ecore = 0 so that the quoted value coincides with C00, for initially straight screw (φ = 0)
and edge (φ = 90) dislocations. For specific numerical computations, we use the isotropic
constants of the Ercolessi-Adams Al [59] interatomic potential (µ= 30.8e9, ν= 0.35) with
Burgers vector b= 2.851A˚ . While Ecore itself, as implemented within ParaDiS, has no
character dependence the term appearing within the line tension, (C1(φ)× Ecore) does
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Type C1/
µb2
4pi(1−ν) C0/
µb2
4pi(1−ν)
Small Triangular Bow-out
Edge [22] 0.33 -1.31
Screw [22] 1.33 -3.51
Small-amplitude Sinusoid
Edge 0.33 -1.32
Screw [58] 1.33 -3.54
Periodic Small Bow-out
Elasticity
Edge 0.33 -1.49
Screw 1.33 -4.20
Periodic Small Bow-out (NS Theory [56])
Edge 0.33 -0.92
Screw 1.20 -4.15
Table 1. Line Tension (Γel) coefficients for several characteristic bow-out problems
ν is taken to be 1/3, the singular cut-off parameter r0 = |b|, the non-singular cut-off
parameter rc = |b|e and Ecore = 0.
(see [57,60] for further details). Also shown are the analytic results for the non-periodic
small triangle bow-out of [22] and the small-amplitude sinusoidal bow-out [58], and also
the computed results for NS theory with rc/b = e replacing r0/b = 1. Aside from a
small deviation for the NS screw case, the C1 coefficient is the same in all of these
problems and the ratio of screw to edge values is ≈ 4, as is well-known. The coefficient
C00 differs slightly with the geometry and theory, because of the chosen cut-off and core
parameters, but all cases give fairly similar results. Any additional explicit core energy
can be added. Thus, elasticity theory provides a robust value for the coefficient C1
associated with the ln(L/b) scaling but, in the absence of atomistic information about
the core energy, does not provide any absolute line energy or line tension.
The elastic term C1ln(L/b) dominates for sufficiently large L, and so the C0 term
and core energy are often neglected. However, with no core energy, elasticity predicts
line tension to be negative at ”small” L. Since C0 ≈ 4C1, the line tension is zero at
ln(L/b) ∼4 or L ≈16nm for b ≈0.3nm. Dislocation densities relevant in real materials
range from from 1012−1015 /m2, so that the typical spacing between dislocation junctions
is L ∼ 30 - 300 nm, a range also comparable to precipitate spacings in many alloys.
The core energy is therefore essential at the lowest relevant scales, ln(L/b) ≈4 and is
likely non-negligible up to ln(L/b) ∼ 6 corresponding to L ≈120 nm. An accurate core
energy and elimination of arbitrary cut-off parameters are thus necessary to obtain a line
tension value that would be accurate for many materials science applications, assuming
that elasticity is otherwise valid.
Within anisotropic elasticity theory, the line energy and line tension depend not
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Elasticity Isotropic (eV/A˚) Anisotropic (eV/A˚)
EdgeErcolessi-Adams 0.060 0.065
EdgeMishin 0.052 0.055
ScrewErcolessi-Adams 0.258 0.266
ScrewMishin 0.238 0.244
MD (guide to the eye)
Edgeatom, Ercolessi-Adams 0.072
Screwatom, Ercolessi-Adams 0.139
Table 2. ln(L) prefactor, C1, of the dislocation line tension Γ for the Ercolessi-
Adams [59] and Mishin [61] interatomic potentials, using both isotropic and anisotropic
elasticity. Also shown is the value obtained and plotted (atom, dashed in figure 5) from
the present atomistic study for each case.
only on the character of the nominally straight dislocation but also on its orientation
with respect to the lattice [54, 55]. For Al, we have computed Eq. 4 for both isotropy
and general anisotropy (detailed in the appendix) using the full elastic stiffness tensors
corresponding to the Ercolessi-Adams [59] and Mishin [61] interatomic potentials at 0K,
respectively. Table 2 shows the ln(L) prefactor C1. Al is relatively isotropic so that the
effects of anisotropy are relatively small (≤10%).
Finally, fcc dislocations dissociate into partial dislocations, so it is possible that the
line tension for the full dislocation might also be considered as due to two interacting
partial dislocations. Since the line tension of an individual dislocation scales as b2, it
is unclear whether the line tension of two interacting partial dislocations with burgers
vectors bp = b
√
3/3 is equal to that of a full dislocation of burgers vector b. This problem
is analytically tractable within isotropic elasticity, and the result shows that the line
tension for two partial dislocations depends on the partial spacing d divided by the
obstacle spacing L. For partial dislocations in Al, d ∼ 1 nm and d/L << 1 for relevant
dislocation lengths of L > 30 nm, so that the line tension is essentially equal to that of
the full undissociated (d = 0) dislocation.
3. Molecular Dynamics Simulation and Analysis to Compute Line Tension
3.1. MD Simulation Details
Low temperature (1K) Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using
a multiscale method that couples a small atomistic region (∼ 1 million atoms) to
a large surrounding continuum region. The method uses the standard large-scale
parallel atomistic simulation software LAMMPS [41] in conjunction with a parallelized
finite element scheme developed for large 3D multiscale simulations [52]. The coupling
between atomistic and continuum regions creates zero errors when dislocations are
more than ≈ 1 nm from the atom/continuum interface, and the very large surrounding
continuum domain eliminates all spurious image forces that would otherwise arise due
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to interactions of the curved dislocations with the outer boundaries of the sample [50].
Thus, no corrections for boundary conditions are needed.
The simulation cell is a single crystal fcc sample. Different fcc lattice orientations
are used for studies involving edge or screw dislocations, but always maintaining the
dislocation line along the periodic Y direction. For all cases, Z =[1 1 1] is normal to the
dislocation glide plane, while X and Y (glide and line) directions are [1 1¯ 0] [1 1 2¯] and
[1 1 2¯] [1 1¯ 0] for edge and screw dislocations, respectively. The atomistic portion of
the much-larger simulation cell has dimensions of X ≈ 18 nm, Y ≈ 13-52 nm (varying
dislocation line length), and Z ≈ 10 nm. The Al interatomic potentials developed by
Ercolessi and Adams [59] and by Mishin et al [61] describe the nonlinear interactions
between atoms. We insert a single initially-straight dislocation into the atomistic region
by displacing atoms and nodes of the multiscale model according to the singular Volterra
solution and external applied boundary conditions as specified in [52]. The inner nodes
and atoms are allowed to relax using explicit dynamics at 1 K, during which the singular
dislocation core dissociates into two partials. A damping stadium method is used to
control the temperature in the atomistic region. The obstacles are then created by
identifying small cubic volumes of ∼1 nm3 encompassing the dislocation core that are
then held fixed during subsequent simulations. Spurious stress fields created by these
rigid obstacles scale with the applied load and can be approximated to leading order
as τobs <
τapp
32
(
a
R
)3
, where a = 1 nm is the characteristic obstacle length and R is the
distance from the obstacle. For all simulation results reported here, τobs(R>1.5nm) < 3
MPa and we consider its influence on bowing out of the dislocation over scales of≥ 10 nm
to be negligible. A homogeneous resolved shear stress τapp (τxz for the edge, τyz for the
screw) is applied using a homogeneous shear strain  and the appropriate shear modulus
µ = (C44 +C11−C12)/3 so that τapp = µ. Upon loading, the (pinned) dislocation bows
out. Inertial effects [42] are avoided by using small loading increments of ∆τapp ≈ 5 MPa
to obtain essentially quasi-static equillibrium shapes. The dislocation structure (partial
dislocations, stacking fault) were detected using common neighbor analysis (CNA) and
AtomEye [62] for visualization.
3.2. Configurational Analysis
The outcome of the MD simulation for a given L and τapp is a bowed-out dislocation
configuration. Evaluation of the configurational derivative (i.e. dA/dS) appearing in
eq. 3 first requires measurement of the total length of dislocation line, S, and the area
enclosed by the bow-out, A. Using a moving average procedure, each partial dislocation
is detected using CNA and its line is divided into discrete segments (shown in red in
figure 1). The two partial dislocations are then averaged to create a single, continuous
curve (shown in green in figure 1). The line length S is the sum of the lengths of
the discrete segments and the area A is calculated using Simpsons rule. There is
no assumption about the overall shape of the dislocation. We have verified that the
stacking fault area is unchanged during the bowing-out process, although there are
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Figure 2. Normalized area enclosed by the bow-out ( AL2 ) versus normalized line length
(SL ) for each bow-out configuration. Also shown (- -) is the relationship between A
and S used in calculating R. Inset: Normalized area enclosed by the bow-out versus
normalized line length for AL2 <0.06 and
S
L ≤1.02
small differences in the partial separation of ±bp along the dislocation line associated
with slightly different lateral positions of CNA-visualized ”kinks” along the two partials.
Evaluation of the derivative dA/dS is difficult to perform accurately by purely
numerical means based on a sequence of bow-out configurations. We thus develop a
general analytic model to assist with this differentiation, as follows. We assume that
the dislocation bows-out into a curved geometry with a non-constant radius (as discussed
and detailed in [63]), which is expected due to the difference in line tension for screw
and edge dislocations. There is no analytic closed-form relationship between the length
S and area A associated with a general arc having a chord length L. However, for the
small bow-out problem of interest, where L is much less than the minimum radius (i.e.
S/L ≈ 1), the relationship between A and S is almost independent of the non-constant
radius and thus essentially equal to that of a circular arc. In the limit of an ellipse (with
eccentricity, e), it can be readily verified that for an elliptical arc and a circular arc of
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equal arc length S and bisected length L, the difference in area A is negligibly small,
(A[S(e)]− A[S(e = 0)])/L2 ≈ O
(
eL
Rmaj
)2
(7)
Using the circle radius R as a parametric variable, the area A versus arc length S
can be solved by eliminating R from the two equations
S = 2R sin−1(
L
2R
), A =
(
R2 sin−1(
L
2R
)− RL
2
√
1− L
2
4R2
)
(8)
Figure 2 shows the resulting relationship between A/L2 and S/L, the accuracy of
which we have also validated with explicit numerical computations on ellipses. Also
shown in figure 2 are our simulation results for both edge and screw dislocations for a
range of L and a range of τapp. All of our data fall on the analytic line of A/L
2 versus
S/L, indicating that the measured shapes (whatever they may be) are consistent with
elliptical arcs in terms of the relationship between S/L and A/L2, despite not having
actually quantified the shapes. For any individual data point lying on this ”universal”
curve of A/L2 versus S/L, we can accurately calculate the derivative dA/dS using the
universal curve at the given value of A and S. There is then no need for finite-difference
derivatives between numerically-simulated configurations that would be inaccurate due
to small numerical noise in our measurements of A and S.
3.3. Effective Peierls stress
Due to the discrete atomistic lattice, dislocations encounter a periodic resistance to
motion with a wavelength of b that is the Peierls stress τP . The influence of τP must be
considered when evaluating the line tension. The line tension is primarily a continuum
concept applied to a smooth continuous dislocation line. Within a similar continuum
framework, the discrete features giving rise to τP at the scale of b are neglected in favor
of a continuous resistance of τP acting at all points along a dislocation line to oppose
motion. Thus, under a true applied stress τapp, the effective applied stress, in the sense
of a Peach-Koehler [64] force, τapp,eff acting on a straight dislocation is taken as
τapp,eff = τapp − sgn(∆τapp)τP (9)
where ∆τapp denotes the difference in applied load between the current and the
previous loading increment and the sgn term ensures that the Peierls stress opposes the
dislocation motion in the direction of ∆τapp. The Peierls stress thus leads to a hysteresis
in the response of a dislocation as it glides forward and backward. The implication
for dislocation bow-out is that during the bowing out process occuring during loading,
the effective applied stress should correspond to τapp,eff = τapp − τP . If, after some
amount of bow-out, the applied load is then reduced, the dislocation should retreat but
the configurations should correspond to an effective applied stress τapp,eff = τapp + τP
since the Peierls stress will oppose the retreating motion. Therefore, at any position,
the difference in applied stresses required to move the dislocation forward and to move
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τPeierls,0K τPeierls,1K τP,eff
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa)
EdgeErcolessi-Adams 2.4 <2 0.25
EdgeMishin 2 <2 0.1
ScrewErcolessi-Adams 14 9 0.6
ScrewMishin 33 30 3.6
Table 3. Measured Peierls stress of straight and curved dislocations. The τP,eff
values are taken directly from the converged values of the atomistic simulations with
sufficiently high kink density (see text and figure 4), and are used in the subsequent
calculation of Γ in figure 5.
the dislocation backward is 2τP . In computing the line tension, the appropriate τapp,eff
must be used along with the dislocation configuration (and associated dA/dS).
The Peierls stress τP is calculated atomistically for straight dislocations as the
applied stress needed to initiate dislocation flow in an infinite material, and depends
on the dislocation character φ. The Peierls stresses for the edge and screw dislocations
for the Ercolessi-Adams and Mishin potentials are shown in table 3, as measured at
both T = 0K and T = 1K with the differences being small. As is well-known, τP for
the Al edge is quite small, ∼ 2 MPa, while τP for the screw is non-negligible being
on the scale of applied stresses needed to bow-out dislocations and varies between
the two potentials. Focusing on the screw dislocation, if these values of τP for the
perfectly straight dislocation are applied to the bow-out problem, then at any given
configuration the applied stress to move a bow-out screw forward should be larger than
the stress to retract the bowed-out screw by either 18 MPa or 60 MPa, for the EA
and Mishin cases at T = 1K respectively. Simulations of the motion of bowed-out
screw dislocations show no such large hysteresis. Figure 3 shows loading and unloading
configurations corresponding to the same applied load τapp, for several values, achieved
during loading up to 168 MPa and then unloading, in small load increments. The
differences in configurations of the dislocation during loading and unloading at the same
applied stress τapp are nearly the same, differing by only ∼ 2b at the peak of the bow-
out. Although the initially straight dislocation requires an applied load greater than
τP to begin bowing, the dislocation bowing for moderately-curved dislocations does not
correspond or conform to the behavior predicted using eq. 9 with τP for the straight
dislocation. In other words, the measured τP for a straight dislocation cannot be used
as the Peierls stress for a curved dislocation.
The loading and unloading configurations are slightly different, with the unloading
configuration always ahead of the loading configuration (by ∼ 2b) at the same applied
stress. This indicates that there is some effective Peierls stress τP,eff acting on
the curved dislocations that is much lower than the Peierls stress acting on straight
dislocations (τP ). To deduce the value of τP,eff for such a continuum curved dislocation,
we assume that τP,eff acts as a continuum Peierls stress, similar to τP , to oppose the
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Figure 3. Hysteresis in the bow-out of the Mishin [61] initially screw dislocation at
three applied loads. The amount of bow-out for loading (solid, ∆τapp > 0) is only
slightly less than the amount of bow-out for unloading (dashed, ∆τapp < 0). Also
shown is the configuration at the peak load of τapp = 168 MPa from which point the
unloading commenced.
dislocation motion according to eq. 9. For any pair of loading and unloading bow-out
configurations (Al, Sl, Rl) and (Au, Su, Ru) with the associated parametric variable, R
(from eqs. 8) measured at the same applied stress, we assume that the line tension Γ
is the same for the two configurations. The two configurations must then be related
through eq. 3 and eq. 9, leading to a system of two linear equations that when solved
for τP,eff is
τP,eff = τapp
(
1− Ru
Rl
1 + Ru
Rl
)
(10)
Inserting the effective Peierls stress (eq. 10) applicable to curved dislocations in to eq. 9
leads to an effective applied stress for the bow-out dislocations considered in this study:
τapp,eff = τapp
(
1− sgn(∆τapp)
(
1− Ru
Rl
1 + Ru
Rl
))
(11)
This definition of τP,eff enforces equality of both Γ, and τapp,eff for two configurations
at the same applied load with the same spacing between obstacles (L), independent of
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Figure 4. Effective Peierls stress, τP,eff , versus dimensionless kink density (ρ ∝ h/L)
in the bowed-out configuration, for both nominally edge and screw dislocations. The
dimensionless kink density is related to the peak bow-out distance h as ρ = 2h/L and
2
√
3h/3L for edge and screw, respectively. The converged τP,eff values for both the
Ercolessi-Adams and Mishin nominally screw dislocations are shown as blue and red
dashed lines respectively at τP,eff = 0.6 and 3.6 MPa, and are tabulated in table 3
along with those for straight dislocations.
sgn(∆τapp) . The computed τP,eff for a number of loading/unloading configurations
(various L and τapp), for both edge and screw dislocations, is shown in figure 4.
In figure 4, τP,eff is shown versus the dimensionless kink density, ρ
edge = 2h/L or
ρscrew = 2
√
3h/3L, required to achieve the peak bow-out h in each configuration.
Each data point is completely independent. For dislocations with a low kink density
(small bow-out relative to the dislocation length), ρ < 0.05, the discrete nature of
the dislocation bow-out makes a smooth continuum description inappropriate. This is
manifested in, among other ways, an inability to measure an effective Peierls stress for
very low kink densities ρ ≤ 0.05, and so no data is shown. However, for larger bow-
out or modestly-curved dislocations, ρ ≥ 0.05, an effective Peierls stress τP,eff << τP
emerges that is nearly independent of configuration (independent of ρ, L, τapp) and thus
represents an appropriate ”continuum-level” Peierls stress for the curved dislocation.
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For the edge dislocations, which have small τP , the effective τP,eff is nearly zero for both
interatomic potentials. For the screw dislocations, which have larger τP , the effective
τP,eff is small, typically ∼ 0.5 MPa for the EA potential and ∼ 3.6 MPa for the Mishin
potential. The consistency of the deduced value of τP,eff across a range of configurations,
for each initial character and interatomic potential, supports the notion that a single
value of continuum (effective) Peierls stress can be considered to operate for moderately
curved dislocations. These effective values are appropriate at the temperature of our
simulations, T = 1K and are tabulated in the final column of table 3.
4. Results
In the previous section, we presented the essential pieces of the simulation and analysis
needed to compute Γ. For an initial length L, we have measured A/L2 and S/L at
various values of τapp (figure 2). We have also deduced the effective applied stress
τapp,eff = τapp±τP,eff acting on the bowed-out dislocation in the presence of the effective
Peierls stress (figure 4). For each configuration, our analytic analysis for the geometry
of A/L2 versus S/L yields the value of dA/dS necessary to obtain Γ. In light of the
predictions of elasticity theory (eq. 4), we present the computed line tension Γ versus
ln(L/b), as shown in figure 5 for the two interatomic potentials [59, 61], three obstacle
spacings L, and initially edge and screw dislocations. For moderate bow-outs ρ ≥ 0.05
where the continuum description is valid, the results are independent of the amount of
bow-out to leading order in h/L (e.g. S, A, and/or h) and therefore the derived line
tension is a function primarily of obstacle spacing (L) and dislocation character (φ).
The atomistic computation of the line tension (Γ) is the first main result of this paper.
The line tension Γedge for the edge dislocation is quite consistent between the two
potentials, with the Mishin potential yielding slightly smaller values, ≈ −0.05 eV/A˚.
Both potentials show a good linear scaling in ln(L/b) with similar slopes. The line
tension for the screw dislocation is larger than that for the edge, as expected, and
both potentials predict comparable values for Γscrew, with the Mishin potential greater
by ≈ 0.05 eV/A˚ at the smallest and largest sizes, with twice that difference at the
intermediate length L/b ≈ 90. The results for the EA potential again show a good
linear scaling in ln(L/b) while the Mishin potential results are inconclusive about a
ln(L/b) scaling. The Mishin screw has a rather high Peierls stress for the straight
dislocation, suggesting that the potential may have some inaccurate features that are
not easily identifiable but are reflected in the Peierls stress and also influence the bowing
and the line tension. Here, we thus focus attention on the consistent EA results, while
retaining the knowledge that the general magnitudes of Γ when comparing the EA and
Mishin potentials are quite comparable for both edge and screw, over this range of L.
Our results for the atomistic line tension for the EA potential can be fit to the form of
elasticity plus a core energy term,
Γatom = Catom1 ln(L/b) + C
atom
0 (12)
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Figure 5. Γ versus ln(L/b) for the interatomic potentials of Ercolessi-Adams
[59] (blue) and Mishin [61] (red) for nominally edge (circles) and screw (triangles)
dislocations. The data collapses well, indicating the robustness of the method. Both
data sets have been shifted by∼ 2 Burgers vectors from their true L/b values to improve
clarity of the figure. Dashed lines show fits to the form Γ = Catom1 ln(L/b) + E
atom
core
for the Ercolessi-Adams potential, yielding ΓEA,atomedge =0.072ln(L/b)-0.04 (eV/A˚) and
ΓEA,atomscrew =0.139ln(L/b)+0.03 (eV/A˚).
The variations in Γ for one potential at one length L reflect the level of accuracy of
the measurements of A, S, and τP,eff . Numerical measurements of A versus S for various
L for perfect ellipses with moderate ellipticity e < 0.7 show near-perfect agreement with
the analytic result for the circle A[S(e = 0)] curve. Thus, deviations in our results are
due to the fact that the dislocations are not smooth lines, which leads to associated small
numerical errors in general. For very small bow-outs, both the evolution of the bow-out
shape (i.e. dA/dS) and the effective Peierls stress are ill-defined and so our analyses
and results are restricted to the domain ρ > 0.05. In this regime, a continuous smooth
bow-out description is applicable, a configuration-independent effective Peierls stress
can be obtained (see figure 4), and a reliable Γ computed. For the edge dislocation, we
obtain Catom1 = 0.072 eV/A˚ and C
atom
0 = −0.04 eV/A˚ . For the screw dislocation, we
obtain Catom1 = 0.139 eV/A˚ and C
atom
0 = +0.03 eV/A˚ .
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Figure 6. Configurations of four bowed-out dislocations of lengths L=25 nm (left)
and L=50 nm (right) for both the nominally edge (top) and screw dislocation
(bottom), as computed via MD (red), via Non-Singular (NS) Theory [37] (blue) and
via classical singular elasticity [22] (black). The MD computations were performed
with the Ercolessi-Adams [59] interatomic potential; The NS Theory computations
were performed using ParaDiS [37] with both rc/b=2.718 and Ecore=
2.03µ
4pi fixed for
each simulation; The classical singular theory computations were performed with a
cut-off radius of r0/b=1 and Ecore=
4.83µ
4pi fixed throughout the comparison. All cut-off
parameters were selected to most accurately reproduce the 25 nm edge dislocation (top
left). In all four comparisons the effective applied stress (τapp,eff ) extracted from the
MD simulations was used in the DDD simulations and is shown within each figure.
5. Discussion
We start with discussion of the C1 coefficient, which has an unambiguous value
within elasticity theory. For the edge, Catom1 ≈ Caniso1 , within the uncertainty of
our measurements. For the screw, however, Catom1 << C
aniso
1 , differing by a factor
of Caniso1 /C
atom
1 ≈ 2, which is not negligible. The C1 term arises in elasticity theory due
to the change in self-energy (due to both rotation, and elongation) of each infinitesimal
segment as the dislocation bows-out. It therefore would seem sensible that elasticity
should apply. Our failure to match anisotropic elasticity might cast doubt on the validity
of the atomistic simulation and results but the results are very robust and our final
values for Γ are very consistent across different amounts of bow-out and applied stress.
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Furthermore, the bowed-out atomistic dislocation is not a smooth continuous line in the
sense assumed within the elastic theory or within standard discrete dislocation modeling
[22]. Instead the atomistic dislocation consists of a displacement discontinuity profile
along the slip-plane which evolves as the dislocation bows-out in response to the applied
stress and to the underlying landscape of the generalized stacking fault energy surface.
The long-ranged elastic fields arise from the gradient of the displacement discontinuity
profile along the slip plane within the dislocation core. Here, we are studying evolving
curved dislocations, complete with Shockley partial dislocations separated by a stacking
fault, that might also be characterized in terms of dislocation segments and kinks, and so
it is perhaps surprising that a ln(L/b) scaling emerges at all. In fact, we have performed
DD computations of Γ by representing the bowed-out dislocation by a discrete set of
dislocation segments with each segment having a character chosen from only a few high
symmetry orientations (0, 30, 60, 90) similar in spirit to those examined by Kang et
al. [65]. The resulting C1 coefficient is very sensitive to both the spatial distribution
of the kinks and the assumed character angles of the kinks, with the screw dislocation
being particularly sensitive. We will report on more details of this type of analyses in the
future, but these studies are generally consistent with the differences between smooth
continuum elasticity and our atomistic results. Moreover, for a self-similar geometry,
i.e. fixed ratio of maximum bow-out h to length L, a longer length simply has more
kinks or, equivalently, the kink density depends only on h/L and not L, and hence
kink-kink interactions would not diminish in importance for larger L. The difference
between atomistic and elasticity ln(L/b) scaling is the second main result of this paper.
The differences between elasticity and atomistic results can be further revealed
independently of the dislocation line tension computed here. Specifically, we can
compare the bow-out configurations as predicted by elasticity and as measured in
atomistic simulations after fitting the adjustable elasticity parameters (r0 and rc/Ecore)
to just one of the atomistic results. We have replicated the atomistic L=25 nm edge bow-
out using both the Non-Singular theory as implemented within ParaDiS and our own
simple DD code which truncates neighboring dislocation segment interactions within a
cut-off radius r0. Specifically, we chose the core parameters in ParaDiS as rc/b=2.718
and Ecore=
2.03µ
4pi
and within our own code as r0/b=1 and Ecore=
4.83µ
4pi
to reproduce the
edge bow-out configuration for L=25 nm at the effective applied shear stress τapp,eff=46
MPa. The agreement in this fitted case is shown in figure 6a. Holding all adjustable
elasticity parameters fixed, we then compare elasticity to the full atomistic simulations
for edge and screw bow-outs at different lengths and/or applied stresses, as shown in
figure 6 b,c,d. In each case, the applied shear stress for each elastic simulation was
selected to match the effective applied shear stress (τapp,eff ) computed via eq. 11. The
edge dislocation with L=50 nm shows excellent agreement using both elasticity and the
Non-Singular theory. This is consistent with independent agreement in the line tension
coefficient C1. In contrast, there is significant deviation between all three bow-outs for
the two screw (L=25 nm and L=50 nm) dislocation comparisons. The discrepancy in
the L=25 nm screw case is due to the use of a single set of cutoff parameters (r0 and
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rc/Ecore) obtained for the edge dislocation which, while convenient, is an assumption
that has no physical basis. That is, there is no rational to suggest that redge0 = r
screw
0 or
redgec =r
screw
c and E
edge
core=E
screw
core , as noted in Hirth and Lothe [22]. For the L=50 nm screw
case, additional error arises due to the discrepancy in C1, since C
aniso
1 /C
atom
1 ≈ 2. These
direct comparisons of configurations are thus entirely consistent with the differences in
line tension. The inability to match atomistic configurations using standard discrete-
dislocation modeling techniques, even after fitting parameters to match one atomistic
case, is the third main result of this paper.
Finally, we address the range of line tension (Γ) values published previously in
the literature. The combination of processing and post-processing schemes employed
here in computing Γ are far beyond those in any of the earlier attempts [2,42–46,48,49].
First, spurious effects are caused by finite simulation volumes because the image stresses
on a bowing-out dislocation scale linearly with the amount of bow-out [50], leading to
error in τapp and thus Γ. Shenoy et al. [44] estimated the image stress and corrected
their calculated line tension but the final results remain qualitative. The use of large
stress increments (∆τapp) is computationally efficient but the existence of a Peierls
energy barrier in conjunction with inertial effects [42] of the gliding dislocation creates
a continuous range of metastable equilibrium configurations; we have observed this
explicitly in our simulations and have used sufficiently small load increments to avoid
such issues. Here, we find that it is essential to introduce an effective Peierls stress
for curved dislocations. Thus, neglecting the Peierls stress (e.g. [44]) or assuming it
is equal to the value for the straight dislocation (e.g. [51]) both introduce significant
errors. For the Al edge, the effective Peierls stress is small and so in this particular
case it can be safely neglected. The line tension is a configurational force acting on a
smooth, continuous bow-out (e.g. [22]) and is not the line energy, as used in refs. [2,42].
It is also important to account for ellipticity, which has been neglected in all atomic
scale studies of dislocations. Finally, the concept of line tension, as applied to a smooth,
continuous bow-out, is inapplicable for very small bow-outs (kink density ρ <∼ 0.05;
Figure 4), and results in this domain are not consistent [48].
6. Summary
We have reported accurate, atomically-resolved measurements of the dislocation line
tension for the periodic bow-out of both initially edge and screw dislocations, using
two distinct interatomic potentials. This has been achieved with the use of a unique
3D multiscale method that eliminates all spurious image forces [52] and with the
development of new analysis methods. We have also introduced, out of necessity,
the concept of an effective Peierls stress applicable to curved, bow-out dislocation
configurations to accurately account for the measured forward and reverse motion of
curved dislocations. We have found that, up to lengths of L = 50 nm, the ln(L/b)
dependence of the dislocation line tension for the screw is much weaker than that
predicted by elasticity theory, and weakly dependent on the interatomic potential. With
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all of these results and direct comparisons between atomistic and continuum simulations,
we have shown that there are inherent limits to the ability of continuum-level dislocation
models to quantitatively reproduce atomistic simulations of dislocation behavior. The
present results can be used (i) to best-fit continuum dislocation parameters in existing
models, (ii) to provide reference configurations for future continuum methods to match,
and (iii) to provide quantitative numerical values of the line tension for use in analytic
theories of plasticity phenomena.
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Appendix A.
The line tension Γel of a dislocation within anisotropic elasticity depends on both the
character angle φ of the nominally straight dislocation and a second orientation vector
with respect to the cardinal crystal axes. For convenience we have chosen the unit vectors
n = [111]/
√
3 to represent the glide plane normal, and t to represent the dislocation
line direction, so b · t = |b| cos(φ). We may then define a third, mutually perpendicular
vector as
m = n× t
Following along the lines of Barnett and coworkers [54, 55] and more recently Aubry et
al [53] the dislocation line energy (per unit length) scales with ln(L) as
Wself (t(φ),n) = b ·B(t,n) · b ln(L),
where the second-order tensor B is defined as
B(t,n) =
1
8pi
(m⊗m + n⊗ n) : C
− 1
4pi2
∫ pi
0
(M ·C ·N) · (N ·C ·N)∗ · (N ·C ·M)dη
with C denoting the stiffness tensor, (N ·C ·N)∗ defined as the inverse of (N ·C ·N)
satisfying (N ·C ·N)∗ · (N ·C ·N) = I and the vector(s) over which the integral is
taken, M and its derivative N defined conveniently in terms of a single angle, η as
M = m cos(η) + n sin(η)
N = −m sin(η) + n cos(η)
The integral in B, as noted by Aubry et al [53], involves the ratio of a fourth-order
polynomial to a sixth-order polynomial and so is analytically insoluble. Any numerical
integration technique however, such as Simpson’s rule will suffice. Given Wself (t(φ),n),
the line tension prefactor may be computed numerically as
C1(φ,n) ln(L) =
(
Wself (t(φ),n) +
∂2Wself (t(φ),n)
∂φ2
)
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